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IntroductionNeeti Sinha,1,5 Sandeep Kumar,2
and Ruth Nussinov1,3,4
In solution, proteins exist in an ensemble of conforma-1Intramural Research Support Program
tional isomers. The distribution of the conformers is aScience Applications International Corporation and
function of the degree of their molecular flexibility and2 Laboratory of Experimental
of external conditions in which they reside. Most muta-and Computational Biology
tional variants manifest only small fluctuations, corre-National Cancer Institute-Frederick
sponding to a relatively smooth landscape. On the otherBuilding 469, room 151
hand, molecules exhibiting larger flexibility may be de-Frederick, Maryland 21702
scribed by funnels with rugged bottoms, with the extent3 Sackler Institute of Molecular Medicine
of the ruggedness corresponding to their range of flexi-Department of Human Genetics
bility. Hinge-bending motions may be considered toand Molecular Medicine
manifest relatively rugged bottoms, with low barriersSackler Faculty of Medicine
separating the minima wells. The low barriers, corre-Tel Aviv University
sponding to low energy transitions, enable the mole-Tel Aviv 69978
cules to flip and interconvert between the differentIsrael
“open” and “closed” conformations. Hence, there is no
need to invoke an induced fit mechanism to rationalize
binding to an incoming ligand. The conformer that isSummary
most favorable for binding is the one that is selected
[1, 2], with the low energy barriers enabling the equilib-Background: The mechanisms that allow or constrain
rium to straightforwardly shift in the direction of thisprotein movement have not been understood. Here we
conformer and in this way propagate the binding reac-study interdomain interactions in proteins to investigate
tion. A similar behavior is observed during crystalliza-hinge-bending motions.
tion. The conformer that crystallizes is not necessarily
the one with the highest population time in solution.Results: We find a limited number of salt bridges and
However, it is the most favorable for binding to sisterhydrogen bonds at the interdomain interface, in both the
conformers under these conditions, with the equilibrium“closed” and the “open” conformations. Consistently,
shifting in its favor.analysis of 222 salt bridges in an independently selected
Since hinge-bending transitions involve low barriers,
database indicates that most salt bridges form within
here our goal is to investigate the types of interactions
rather than between independently folding hydrophobic
between the moving parts. For this purpose, we utilize
units. Calculations show that these interdomain salt the database of motions [3]. Through analysis of frag-
bridges either destabilize or only marginally stabilize the ment, domain, and subunit motions we illustrate that
closed conformation in most proteins. In contrast, the although in the closed conformations the non-polar bur-
nonpolar buried surface area between the moving parts ied surface area between the moving parts can be quite
can be extensive in the closed conformations. However, large, the number of salt bridges and hydrogen bonds is
when the nonpolar buried surface area is large, we find small, or they are absent altogether. This is in agreement
that at the interdomain interface in the open conforma- with the relative insensitivity of hinge-based motions to
tion it may be as large or larger than in the closed confor- sequence variability at the interdomain interface. It is well
mation. Hence, the energetic penalty of opening the known that families of proteins manifest similar hinge-
closed conformation is overcome. Consistently, a large bending motions. There are a number of well-studied ex-
nonpolar surface area buried in the closed interdomain amples, such as the flap movements in aspartic proteases
interface accompanies limited opening of the domains, [4–8], the kinases, and the cytokine receptor superfamily
yielding a larger interface. [9]. Consistently, analysis of similar architectures has
illustrated that molecular hinges tend to recur at similar
Conclusions: Short-range electrostatic interactions are sites, despite the sequence variability [4, 10]. Combined,
largely absent between moving domains. Interdomain these analyses argue that the swiveling motion is proba-
nonpolar buried surface area may be large in the closed bly not determined by the details of the atomic interac-
conformation, but it is largely offset by the area buried tions. Hydrophobic interactions have long been postu-
in the open conformation. In such cases the opening of lated to be involved in plasticity, i.e., in generating a
the domains appears to be relatively small. This may broad range of conformational isomers, whereas salt
allow prediction of the extent of domain opening. Such bridges and hydrogen bonds have been suggested to
predictions may have implications for the shape and impart specificity and rigidity. Hence, the nonspecific
size of the binding pockets in drug/protein design. hydrophobic interactions may be extensive in folding
and in binding; however, close-range electrostatic inter-
actions are largely avoided between moving domains.4 Correspondence: ruthn@ncifcrf.gov (Bldg. 469, Rm. 151, NCI, Fred-
erick, MD 21702)
5 Present address: Basic Research Laboratory, Building 469, Room Key words: domain movements; interdomain interactions; hinge-
bending; population shifts; electrostatic interactions110, National Cancer Institute at Frederick, Maryland 21702.
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Figure 1. The Closed and Open Conforma-
tions of Adenylate Kinase
For the closed (a,c) conformation the PDB
coordinate file 1ake A is used. The open con-
formation (b,d) is taken from 2ak3 A. (a) and
(b) depict the backbone, clearly showing the
large hinge-bending motion which takes
place. The hinging domain is shown in green.
(c) and (d) illustrate the surface area types
(non-polar surface areas are green, polar ar-
eas in cyan). The figure has been generated
using GRASP [60]. The hinges are marked by
arrows.
The limited occurrence of electrostatic interactions domains in the open conformation is either larger or
about the same as that buried between the domains inbetween the domains is consistent with our recent anal-
ysis of the sequence separation between salt bridges. the closed conformation, compensating for the energy
penalty paid by opening the domains. Figure 1 depictsSalt bridges tend to occur within, rather than between,
building blocks, with most of them separated by fewer adenylate kinase as an example of a hinge-bending mo-
tion. The movement of the domains is observed clearlythan 50 residues [11]. We have further analyzed 222
nonequivalent salt bridges in 36 nonhomologous mono- in Figures 1a and 1b. The polar and non-polar surface
areas in the closed and the open conformations aremeric proteins whose high-resolution crystal structures
are available in the protein data bank (PDB) [12] with shown in Figures 1c and 1d. In adenylate kinase, the
area buried between the domains in the closed confor-respect to their occurrence within and across hydropho-
bic folding units (HFU). We find that most salt bridges mation is relatively small (650 A˚2). On the other hand,
Figures 2a and 2b show the closed and open conforma-in our database are intra-HFU salt bridges. Only 16 are
inter-HFU salt bridges. The inter-HFU salt bridges have tions of glutamate dehydrogenase. Here, the nonpolar
surface area buried between the domains is substan-similar electrostatic strengths as the intra-HFU ones,
largely because of their geometries and environments. tially larger in the closed conformation (2587 A˚2). In the
open conformation, however, it is even larger (4677 A˚2),Furthermore, for the domain motion cases in which
both the closed and open conformations exist in the owing to the rearrangement of the molecule, as clearly
observed in the figure. Interestingly, in adenylate kinasedatabase, we also analyzed the open conformations.
We find that here too the number of salt bridges and the movement is larger (Figure 1b), with a larger distance
between the domains (11 A˚ in adenylate kinase and 0.6 A˚hydrogen bonds is limited or nonexistent. On the other
hand, the nonpolar surface area buried between the in glutamate dehydrogenase). This behavior recurs in
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Figure 2. Hinge-bending movements in glu-
tamate dehydrogenase
The hinge-bending domain is shown in green.
(a) 1hrd A and (b) 1gtm A are the ‘closed’ and
‘open’ conformations respectively. The side-
chains are displayed to highlight the exten-
sive interface between the hinge-bending
domains. The side-chains are colored atom-
wise. The figure illustrates the extensive re-
arrangement of the open versus the closed
conformation.
the other cases, suggesting that to overcome the large units move with respect to each other; however,
hydrophobic energy opposing the opening, a substantial whereas the packed arrangement within the unit is
nonpolar surface area should also be buried in the open largely conserved, the packing at their interface is dis-
conformation. Clearly, this is more straightforwardly rupted. Swiveling on their “hinge,” the parts move as
achieved if the movement is not too large. relatively rigid bodies with respect to each other. The
motion that is observed is roughly perpendicular to the
Previous Hinge-Bending Analyses: Detection interface. Hinge-bending movements differ from those
and Packing classified as “shear.” In shear movements the packing
Most studies of hinge-bending motions focus on the at the interface is maintained, with the structural units
determination of the location of the hinge. This is most sliding with respect to each other. Additionally, whereas
frequently accomplished with structural comparisons in hinge-bending movements a few large (twisting)
and the use of either rigid or flexible algorithms to allow changes may be observed, in shear movements many
hinge bending [13–20]. Methods originally developed for small changes, parallel to the plane of the interface,
analyzing domain motions from simulations [21] have may be seen [25]. Here we confine ourselves to hinge-
been adapted and extended for prediction and analysis bending motions because they are more common. Such
of X-ray conformers of proteins with more than two movements may be observed between small structural
domains [22]. Recently, an alternate approach to pre- parts, such as loops or secondary-structure elements,
dicting the hinge and the modes of motions has also between hydrophobic folding units, or between do-
been devised [23]. mains. Hence, they can be intramolecular if they are
Previously, two potential factors had been examined connected by the backbone of the polypeptide chain,
in analyses of hinge-bending motions, packing and resi- or they can be intermolecular. Thus, in this sense too,
dues at, or next to, hinge-bending sites. With regard to intra- and intermolecular associations resemble each
preferences for single, pairs, or triplets of residues at/ other [2, 26]. The only exception is that owing to chain
next to hinge-bending sites, recent experiments have
connectivity in intramolecular hinge motions, there are
shown that this is apparently not the case, although
additional constraints on the movements imposed by
some residues are avoided, either because they allow
the covalently linked polypeptide chain.too much swiveling (like Gly), or because they hinder
hinge-bending motions [24]. On the other hand, a corre-
lation between packing and hinge-bending movements
Resultshas been detected, although owing to backbone, and
in particular to side-chain movements that optimize
Our analysis of the interdomain interactions has beenpacking, it has been unclear as to whether the motions
carried out on all 25 cases in the molecular motionsare the outcome of the looser packing or whether a
database for which protein structures were availablelooser packing is observed because motion has taken
both in the open and in the closed conformations. Theplace.
criteria for choosing the cases from the motions data-Packing has been very convenient for a systematic
base were 2-fold. First, the motion must be character-classification of protein motions [3, 25]. Packing has
ized as hinge in the literature (in the original crystalbeen selected as the basic criterion because atoms are
structure papers) or have been assigned as such by thewell packed in the interior of the protein molecule.
algorithm used to construct the database [3]. Second,Groups of atoms can move with respect to each other
using both Insight and the Geometric Hashing structuralonly if there is a packing defect, or a cavity, that enables
comparison, we have visually examined all superim-them to do so. Interfaces between groups of atoms or
posed structural pairs and picked cases that showedbetween structural parts are not smooth. Interdigitation,
clear movement. Most of the structural pairs that wereparticularly of side chains, imposes constraints on
consistent with the first criterium were used in themovements of structural units if their internal packing is
to be preserved. In hinge-bending motions the structural analysis.
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Table 1. Hydrogen Bonds and Salt Bridges between Moving Parts in Closed Conformations
H Bondsbc
Protein ID (size) Hinging Regiona Salt Bridgesb M-M M-S S-S
Fragment Motions
YP tyrosine phosphatase 1yts (278) 151–159 0 (6) 1 (113) 5 (94) 1 (27)
Triosephosphate isomerase 1tti (243) 166–176 0 (5) 1 (112) 2 (46) 0 (12)
Lactate dehydrogenase 1ldm (329) 96–110 0 (4) 1 (167) 1 (65) 0 (13)
Triglyceride lipase 4tgl (269) 83–96 1 (6) 0 (103) 3 (69) 1 (14)
Annexin V 1avr (320) 183–191 0 (11) 1 (235) 0 (63) 1 (22)
HIV-1 protease 4hvp A (99) 33–62 0 (1) 3 (21) 1 (14) 0 (3)
Seryl-tRNA synthetase 1ser B (421) 28–98 1 (10) 1 (199) 0 (69) 0 (39)
Domain Motions
Lactoferrin 1lfg (691) 90–251 0 (12) 0 (270) 2 (176) 6 (36)
Adenylate kinase 1ake A (214) 121–159 0 (7) 1 (116) 4 (37) 0 (19)
Calmodulin 2bbm A (148) 82–148 0 (7) 0 (54) 1 (15) 0 (0)
Lysozyme 1l96 (164) N–59 2 (4) 0 (104) 0 (38) 3 (11)
Maltodextrin BP 1anf (370) N–109 0 (6) 0 (199) 3 (82) 1 (13)
Phosphoglycerate kinase 13pk A (415) 5–194 1 (9) 0 (187) 0 (108) 3 (21)
TBSV coat protein 2tbv C (387) 67–266 0 (5) 0 (57) 0 (55) 0 (8)
Troponin C 1tnw (162) N–90 0 (1) 0 (92) 0 (15) 0 (0)
DNA polymerase  2bpg A (335) N–87 0 (6) 0 (138) 0 (75) 0 (18)
Glutamate dehydrogenase 1hrd A (449) N–200 0 (12) 1 (267) 0 (28) 0 (28)
Recoverin 1rec (201) N–78 1 (11) 0 (119) 2 (49) 2 (15)
Tryptophan synthase 1bks B (397) 93–189 1 (11) 0 (206) 2 (79) 1 (25)
Protein kinase 1ctp E (350) 40–127 0 (2) 0 (132) 9 (64) 1 (12)
Subunit Motions
ATCase (5at1) A (310), B (153) A (310) 2 (10) 1 (168) 4 (109) 4 (33)
Glycogen (9gpb) phosphorylase A (842), B (842) A (842) 0 (52) 0 (703) 10 (330) 3 (129)
Phosphofructokinase (6pfk) AB (638), CD (638) AB (638) 0 (11) 0 (540) 4 (295) 7 (65)
Hemoglobin (4hhb) A (141), B (146) A (141) 0 (11) 0 (437) 18 (123) 9 (42)
Lac repressor (1lbi) A (360), B (360) A (360) 0 (15) 0 (294) 2 (97) 4 (22)
The electrostatic interaction at the interdomain interface in the closed conformation. The sizes of the proteins are in parentheses, following
the PDB codes. M-M: main chain-main chain hydrogen bond. M-S: main chain-side chain hydrogen bond. S-S: side chain-side chain hydrogen
bond. In parentheses are the number of salt bridges and hydrogen bonds found in the whole protein.
a The region that moves with respect to the rest of the protein. The residue positions of the hinging regions are shown.
b The number of salt bridges and hydrogen bonds at the interface of the hinging region and the rest of the protein in fragment and domain
movement cases, and at the interface of subunits in subunit movements.
c Hydrogen bonds.
Interactions in the Interdomain Interface buried within their corresponding domains. This holds
also for subunit movements. In the category of fragmentin the ‘Closed’ Conformations
Table 1 lists the number of salt bridges and hydrogen movements, however, in a few cases such as 1yts, 1tti,
1ldm, and 1avr the nonpolar surface area buried at thebonds present at the interfaces of the closed conforma-
tions. The moving fragments are in the range of 8–29 interface is larger than that buried within the fragments.
In these cases the fragment is a coil.residues, except in Seryl-tRNA synthetase, where it is
70 residues long. Only a few salt bridges connect the
moving fragments to the remainder of the protein, even Interactions in the Interdomain Interface
in the ‘Open’ Conformationsthough the overall number of such interactions in the
proteins is significant. Similarly, there are relatively few Tables 3 and 4 list the corresponding values for the open
conformations. Here we have carried out the calcula-hydrogen bonds connecting the moving fragments to
the rest of the protein. These observations also hold for tions only for those cases that are classified as domain
motions and in which both closed and open conforma-domain and subunit movements. The size of the moving
domains ranges from 45 to 200 residues. They have few, tions, including full sequence, identifier, and complete
coordinate files of the same chains, are available. Tableif any, salt bridges or hydrogen bonds connecting them
to the rest of the protein, with significantly higher num- 3 provides the electrostatic interactions. Inspection of
the table indicates a situation similar to that observedbers in the whole proteins. In the cases of subunit move-
ments, the subunits are in the range of 141–842 residues, in Table 1, namely, a limited number of salt bridges and
hydrogen bonds at the interface. The exception is thealso with few salt bridges or hydrogen bond connectors.
Table 2 lists the calculated nonpolar buried surface number of main chain-side chain hydrogen bonds at the
interface of glutamate dehydrogenase, which, as seenareas for these cases. The nonpolar buried surface areas
at the interface of the domains in the closed conforma- in Table 4 and Figures 2a and 2b, is large (14 H bonds).
However, the number of intradomain hydrogen bondstions are significantly smaller as compared to the areas
Hinge-Bending Transitions
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Table 2. Nonpolar Buried Surface Area at the Interfaces in Closed Conformations
Non-polar buried surface area
Protein The Hinging Region Totala (A˚2) Intrab (A˚2) Interc (A˚2)
Fragment Motions
1yts (278) 151–159 1170 443 1042
1tti (243) 166–176 1190 647 885
1ldm (329) 96–110 1352 773 903
4tgl (269) 83–96 1247 896 536
1avr (320) 183–191 810 385 547
4hvp A (99) 33–62 3113 2496 1194
1ser B (421) 28–98 6706 6376 595
Domain Motions
1lfg (691) 90–251 18273 17831 1010
1ake A (214) 121–159 3622 3178 650
2bbm A (148) 82–148 5820 5619 258
1l96 (164) N–59 6162 5353 1679
1anf (370) N–109 12775 11166 3973
13pk A (415) 5–194 21289 20560 1789
2tbv C (387) 67–266 19962 19342 620
1tnw (162) N–90 8227 8165 108
2bpg A (335) N–87 8050 7912 256
1hrd A (449) N–200 21150 21502 2587
1rec (201) N–78 8425 7919 1110
1bks B (397) 93–189 10593 9167 2526
1ctp E (350) 40–127 10564 8447 4177
Subunit Motions
5at1 A (310), B (153) 34574 34227 830
9gpb A (842), B (842) 99220 97434 3035
6pfk AB (638), CD (638) 72192 70450 3364
4hhb A (141), B (146) 14519 13986 1158
1lbi A (360), B (360) 32850 31281 2935
The nonpolar surface area buried between domains in the closed conformation (see Table 4 for the open conformation). Fragment, domain,
and subunit motion cases are given. In Table 4, only domain hinge-bending cases are presented. The hinges as assigned in the database of
molecular movements (DMM) [3] have been utilized for the present analysis. The open and closed conformations are used to estimate the
rotation and translation accompanying the molecular movements [47] (see Experimental Proceudres). To see the extent of molecular movements
we have calculated the bend and twist angles as well as the differences in interdomain distances associated with domain movements. The
distances are for the closed-open and thus yield negative values. The more negative the value, the larger the opening. We have utilized the
program FlexProt [20] for this purpose. FlexProt is an efficient tool for automatically comparing two flexible structures without specifying the
location of the hinge. FlexProt detects corresponding rigid domains that superimpose with a small RMSD and finds the flexible regions
simultaneously. On the other hand, DMM superimposes only the static core [47]. Since the two algorithms detect moving domains by different
procedures, the locations of the hinging domains utilized for the bend, twist, and interdomain distance calculations might be slightly different
than those assigned in DMM. For example, in the case of glutamate dehydrogenase, a domain from residue position 28 to 188 was compared
with a domain from residue position 189 to 257 for the bend, twist, and inter-domain distance calculations, while a domain from residue
position 1 to 200 was compared with the rest of the protein (201–449) in the rest of the analysis. However, for most of the cases the hinging
domains were similar in the two procedures. Additionally, for the bend and twist angles and the changes in interdomain distance evaluation,
we have selected the hinges closest to hinges in DMM [3]. The residue positions of the hinging regions are shown.
a Total nonpolar buried surface area of the hinging region.
b Nonpolar buried surface area within the hinging region.
c Nonpolar buried surface area at the interface of the hinging regions and the rest of the protein in fragment and domain motions, as well as
between subunits in subunit motions.
is also much larger (101 in the open conformation as drogenase, see Figures 2a and 2b) or roughly similar,
with a difference of 50–80 A˚2. Such a difference suggestscompared to 28 in the closed conformation), owing to
the rearrangement that took place. Such rearrangements, movements of a few residue side-chain atoms. For ex-
ample, Gly buries 85 A˚2, Asp 151 A˚2, and Arg 241 A˚2 [27].which are reflected in different numbers of intradomain
electrostatic interactions, are also observed in other For troponin C (108 A˚2 in the closed conformation and
52 A˚2 in the open conformation) and for DNA polymerasecases. Figure 3a presents a chart of the inter- versus
the intradomain short-range electrostatic interactions in  (256 A˚2 in the closed conformation and 112 A˚2 in the
open conformation), the nonpolar buried surface is twicethe closed and open conformations.
Table 4 presents the nonpolar surface areas buried as large for the closed as for the open conformation,
but these values and their differences are relativelybetween the domains in the open conformations. In-
spection of the table illustrates that for most cases, the small. The histograms in Figure 3b illustrate the differ-
ences in the nonpolar buried surface areas in the closednonpolar buried surface area in the open conformation
is either larger (considerably larger for glutamate dehy- versus the open conformations.
Structure
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Table 3. Hydrogen Bonds and Salt Bridges between Hinge-Bending Domains in Open Conformations
Hydrogen Bondsbc
The Hinging
Protein Regiona Salt Bridgeb MC-MC MC-SC SC-SC
Lactoferrin (1lfh) 90–251 0 (10) 1 (265) 1 (194) 0 (25)
Adenylate kinase (2ak3 A) 121–159 0 (5) 0 (105) 0 (43) 0 (13)
Calmodulin (1cll) 82–148 0 (1) 0 (103) 0 (57) 0 (1)
Lysozyme (1l97) N–59 0 (5) 0 (103) 0 (36) 5 (13)
Troponin C (1ncx) N–90 0 (4) 0 (111) 0 (62) 0 (11)
DNA polymerase  (1bpd) N–87 0 (4) 0 (143) 0 (47) 0 (15)
Glutamate dehydrogenase (1gtm A) N–200 0 (14) 0 (220) 14 (101) 5 (33)
Recoverin (1iku) N–78 0 (2) 0 (88) 1 (21) 0 (1)
Trypotophan synthase (1ttp A) 93–189 0 (2) 0 (139) 2 (41) 1 (10)
Protein kinase (1apm E) 40–127 0 (4) 1 (150) 18 (75) 2 (16)
The electrostatic interaction at the interdomain interface in the open conformation. The sizes of the proteins are in parentheses, following the
PDB codes. The sizes of the proteins are in parentheses, following the PDB codes. M-M: main chain-main chain hydrogen bond. M-S: main
chain-side chain hydrogen bond. S-S: side chain-side chain hydrogen bond. In parentheses are the number of salt bridges and hydrogen
bonds found in the whole protein.
a The region that moves with respect to the rest of the protein. The residue positions of the hinging regions are shown.
b The number of salt bridges and hydrogen bonds at the interface of the hinging region adn the rest of the protein in fragment and domain
movement cases, and at the interface of subunits in subunit movements.
c Hydrogen bonds.
Using the standard desolvation energy penalty of 25 formed with our in-house program [28]. Inspection of
Table 5 and Figure 3b reveals that in all cases either thecal/A˚2, one could conclude that a hydrophobic energy
of between 3 (in troponin C) and 65 (in glutamate dehy- total nonpolar buried surface areas are roughly similar
in the closed versus the open conformation or they aredrogenase and in tryptophan synthase) kcal/mol would
oppose the opening of the domains. On the other hand, larger for the open conformation. However, the overall
differences in the total (or per residue) values in thethis penalty is either compensated for or overcome in
the open conformation by larger contributions, between open as compared to the closed conformation are small.
Taken together, the results from Tables 1–4 (and Figure1.3 (in troponin C) and either 117 kcal/mol (in glutamate
dehydrogenase) or 74 kcal/mol (in tryptophan synthase). 3) suggest that the population times of the open confor-
mations may be higher than those for the closed. Never-It is interesting to relate the column in Table 4 of
interdomain nonpolar buried surface areas in the closed theless, these results do not rule out the possibility of
cases in which the closed conformer would be moreconformation (and its associated energy column) with
that for the difference in the distances between the stable than the open. In such cases, the closed confor-
mation would have a higher population time in solution.closed and the open conformations. With the exception
of troponin C, if the nonpolar surface area buried be- However, through a population shift brought about by
the stabilizing effect of ligand binding, the binding reac-tween the domains in the closed conformation is small
(less than 650 A˚2 in Table 4), the distance is large (here tion would propagate. Inspection of the table further
illustrates that the per-residue values are roughly con-11–19 A˚). On the other hand, if the nonpolar surface area
buried between the domains in the closed conformation stant, regardless of the protein size. Although not ob-
served here, possibly because of the small number ofis large (1000–2600 A˚2, in Table 4) the distance is much
smaller (between 0.6 and 5.0 A˚). The troponin C excep- protein cases, one may further expect that the per-resi-
due energy will decrease as the protein size increasestion could possibly be the outcome of the higher stability
of the interdomain helix, as compared to that of calmod- since packing of larger molecules is less optimal than
that of the smaller ones.ulin. We have carried out linear regressions of the
change in interdomain nonpolar surface area between
the closed and open conformations (ASAnonpolarinter  Electrostatic Strengths of Salt Bridges
and Ion PairsASAnonpolarinter-closed  ASAnonpolarinter-open) in the ten proteins (in Table 4)
with the three hinge-movement parameters (i.e., bend, The Hinge-Bending Motion Cases
Electrostatic interactions play important roles in proteintwist, and distance). When normalized by the interdo-
main nonpolar surface area in the open conformation structure and function, for example in oligomerization,
molecular recognition, allosteric regulation, domain mo-(ASAnonpolarinter-open), ASAnonpolarinter indicates a correlation with the
distance, with a linear correlation coefficient of 0.6. A tions, flexibility, thermostability, and helix capping [29–
36]. The strength of an electrostatic interaction betweenStudent’s t test shows that this correlation is significant
at the 95% level of confidence but not at the 99% level. two charged residues depends mainly upon three fac-
tors, namely, the location of the charged residues in theWe have further computed the total nonpolar buried
surface areas of both conformations for each of the protein, the geometrical orientation of the side-chain
charged groups with respect to each other, and thecases (Table 5 and Figure 3b). We have normalized these
values by the size (which sometimes varies because the interaction of the two charged residues with the other
charges in the protein [11].same molecule has not always has been crystallized in
both conformations). The calculations have been per- We have computed the strengths of salt bridges
Hinge-Bending Transitions
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Figure 3. Electrostatic Interactions and Non-
polar Buried Surface Areas in ‘Open’ and
‘Closed’ Conformations
(a) Histograms showing the short-range elec-
trostatic interactions in the open versus the
closed conformations. The histograms show
the number of salt bridges and hydrogen
bonds at the hinging-domain interface and in
the whole protein. The numbers 1–4 on the x
axis are the values for the closed conforma-
tion, and 5–8 are for the open conformation.
Numbers 1 and 5 on the x axis show the num-
ber of salt bridges. Numbers 2, 3, and 4 (and
6, 7, and 8) are for main chain-main chain,
main chain-side chain, and side chain-side
chain hydrogen bonds, respectively. Blue
bars relate to the interdomain interface, while
red bars show the values in the whole protein.
A value of 0 indicates that there are no salt-
bridges or hydrogen-bonds. See Tables 1 and
3. An asterisk indicates a salt bridge and a
hydrogen bond.
(b) The nonpolar buried surface areas in the
closed (in blue) versus the open (in red) con-
formations. Position 1 on the x axis is the
value for the whole protein, while 2, 3, and
4 are the total nonpolar buried surface area
(NPBSA) of the hinging domain, the nonpolar
surface area buried within the hinging do-
main, and the nonpolar surface area buried
between the hinging domain and the rest of
the protein, respectively.
NPBSA stands for nonpolar buried surface
area, in A˚2. In the cases of adenylate kinase,
calmodulin, lysozyme, glutamate dehydroge-
nase, and protein kinase, the nonpolar buried
surface area of the protein is shown by the
average (normalized) nonpolar surface area
buried per residue since the number of resi-
dues varies between the closed and the open
conformations.
formed between fragments and domains showing hinge- 4.0 A˚ distance requirement. Table 6 lists the electrostatic
strengths of ion pairs and their networks formed acrossbending motions in the closed conformations. Subunit
motions have not been considered for such calculations hinge-bending parts in the 25 proteins. Ion pairs satis-
fying both criteria are shown in bold. There are 15 ionbecause of the large protein size. However, intersubunit
salt bridges and ion pairs are also expected to behave pairs and four ion triads in Table 6. Nine of these 15 are
stabilizing, and six are destabilizing. Five of the ninesimilarly. As Table 1 shows, the number of interfragment
and interdomain salt bridges is small, only seven. Our stabilizing ion pairs are weak (Gtot  2 kcal/mol or
weaker). Among the four ion triads (consisting of 8 outcriteria for salt bridge formation are strict and identify
only those with good geometries [11]. This may be one of the 15 ion pairs), two are destabilizing. The individual
component ion pairs in the destabilizing ion triad formedof the reasons for the lower count of interpart salt brid-
ges. We have therefore relaxed our criteria and com- by residues Asp 38, Glu 40, and Arg 100 of tryptophan
synthase (1bksB) are also destabilizing. However, thisputed the electrostatic contribution to protein stability
of all ion pairs and their networks; we have required is not the case for the other destabilizing ion triad. The
ion triad formed by Asp 356, Arg 404, and Arg 409 inonly the second criterion, i.e., that oxygen and nitrogen
atoms in a pair of oppositely charged side chains be Yersinia protein tyrosine phosphatase (1yts) is destabi-
lizing, even though the component ion pairs are stabiliz-within a 4.0 A˚ distance, and have neglected the centroid
Hinge-Bending Transitions
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Table 5. Total Nonpolar Buried Surface Area in Closed and Open Conformations
Closed conformation Open Conformation
Normalized Hydrophobicitye NPBSA Normalized Hydrophobicity
Protein IDa (Sizeb) NPBSAc (A˚2) NPBSAd (A˚2) (kcal/mol) ID (Size) (A˚2) NPBSA (A˚2) (kcal/mol)
Lactoferrin 1lfg (691) 75,363 109 2.73/res.f 1lfh (691) 75431 109 2.73/res.
Adenylate kinase 1ake A (214) 22,779 106 2.65/res. 2ak3 A (225) 23676 105 2.62/res.
Calmodulin 2bbm A (148) 12,406 83 2.07/res. 1cll (144) 13057 90 2.25/res.
Lysozyme 1l96 (162) 17,112 105 2.62/res. 1l97 A (164) 17400 106 2.65/res.
Troponin C 1tnw (162) 14,871 92 2.29/res. 1ncx (162) 15236 94 2.35/res.
DNA Polymerase  2bpg A (324) 33,801 104 2.60/res. 1bpd (324) 33646 104 2.60/res.
Glutamate dehydrogenase 1hrd A (449) 50,207 111 2.77/res. 1gtm A (417) 48446 116 2.90/res.
Recoverin 1rec (185) 19,922 107 2.67/res. 1iku (188) 19954 106 2.65/res.
Tryptophan synthase 1bks B (392) 43,814 111 2.77/res. 1ttp A (256) 28454 111 2.77/res.
Protein kinase 1ctp E (333) 37,723 113 2.82/res. 1apm E (341) 39277 115 2.87/res.
The total nonpolar buried surface area and the hydrophobic contributions in the closed and in the open conformations.
a PDB codes.
b Number of residues.
c Nonpolar buried surface area.
d In some cases the number of residues is different between the closed and open conformations, as in adenylate kinase, calmodulin, lysozyme,
glutamate dehydrogenase, recoverin, tryptophan synthase, and protein kinase, since different proteins were crystallized.
e Hydrophobic contributions to folding.
f Average hydrophobic contributions per residue.
ing. In the case of the stabilizing ion triad formed by Glu destabilizing by 2–6 kcal/mol. Despite the fact that the
geometries of these four salt bridges are better than12, Glu 16, and Lys 84 in recoverin (1rec), one component
ion pair is destabilizing and the other is stabilizing. All those of the remaining eight ion pairs, their bridge energy
terms are not strong enough to overcome the large de-four interdomain ion pairs and the ion triad formed by
Asp 10, Glu 11, and Arg 145 in lysozyme (1l96) are stabi- solvation penalties. In the case of three salt bridges, the
protein energy terms are also unfavorable (Table 6). Thelizing. Table 6 shows that in nine (1yts, 4tgl, 3hvp, 1serB,
1lfg, 1akeA, 13pkA, 1rec, and 1bksB) protein chains, the remaining three (out of seven) salt bridges are stabilizing
by 0.5 to 2.3 kcal/mol. Two of the three stabilizingoverall close-range electrostatic interactions are either
destabilizing or only marginally stabilizing to the closed salt bridges are in lysozyme. The third stabilizing bridge
is in Seryl-tRNA synthase (1serB). It is only marginallyconformation. Only in the case of lysozyme (1l96) are
the electrostatic interactions stabilizing. stabilizing (Gtot  0.548 kcal/mol).
All the interdomain electrostatic interactions in lyso-Among the 15 ion pairs described above, seven can
be classified as salt bridges. Of these seven, four are zyme are stabilizing. In particular, the ion triad formed
Table 6. Electrostatic Strengths of 15 Interfragment/Domain Ion Pairs and Their Networks in Our Database
Salt Bridge Gdslv Gbrd Gprt Gtot Gassoc
1yts D356–R404 7.351 2.226 6.614 1.489 0.977
1yts D356–R409 10.188 3.992 10.186 3.990 0.979
4tgl D61–R86 3.570 0.624 0.008 2.953 0.291
3hyp K20–E34 7.710 2.522 4.672 0.516 1.255
1serB R508–D534 9.515 9.654 0.409 0.548 4.533
1lfg E66–R120 5.061 3.530 1.544 0.012 1.751
1akeA D110–K195 1.737 1.658 1.359 1.281 1.130
1l96 D10–R145 19.610 6.022 24.788 11.200 0.857
1l96 E11–R145 9.926 7.201 4.700 1.975 3.805
1l96 E22–R137 1.234 3.495 0.006 2.266 2.871
13pkA R65–D222 6.420 4.602 1.796 3.614 1.126
1rec E12–K84 3.222 2.144 5.372 4.294 0.371
1rec E16–K84 9.280 5.726 0.756 2.797 1.553
1bksB D38–R100 8.040 3.798 1.651 5.894 2.350
1bksB E40–R100 5.635 1.410 3.421 7.646 0.640
1yts R404–D356–R409a 13.695 4.465 7.698 1.532 1.754
1l96 D10–R145–E11a 21.764 11.473 18.936 8.646 4.450
1rec E12–K84–E16a 2.806 5.773 1.024 1.943 4.712
1bksB D38–R100–E40a 5.246 2.707 0.200 2.340 1.678
Various energy terms in kcal/mol for 15 ion pairs and their networks formed between moving fragments and domains of proteins that show
hinge-bending motion. Each ion pair and ion triad is represented by its component residue names and numbers and the PDB entry code.
The residue names are given in single-letter code. D, E, H, K, and R stand for Asp, Glu, His, Lys, and Arg, respectively. The quantities denoted
by the energy terms are described in the text. The ion pairs that satisfy both our criteria for being classified as salt bridges are shown in bold.
a Ion triads are formed when a charged residue interacts with two other charged residues.
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Figure 4. Closed and Open Conformations of
T-4 Lysozyme
(a) Closed conformation.
(b) Open conformation
Domains that move relative to each other are
shown in red and yellow. The hinge position
for the movement lies just after the red region.
Residues forming interdomain salt bridges in
the closed conformation are shown with their
side chains and are labeled. The salt bridge
R137-E22 is broken, whereas salt bridges
D10-R145 and E11-R145 are retained in the
open conformation (b).
by residues Asp 10, Glu 11, and Arg 145 is stabilizing the results obtained from the two sets. Our second data
set consists of 222 nonequivalent salt bridges from 36by8.6 kcal/mol. A comparison of the closed and open
conformations of lysozyme shows that this ion triad is nonhomologous monomeric proteins whose high-reso-
lution (1.6 A˚ or better) crystal structures are available inpreserved in the open conformation. The other salt
bridge, formed by Glu 22 and Arg 137, stabilizes the the PDB [12]. The salt bridges in this database have been
identified by the application of both distance criteria.closed conformation by 2.3 kcal/mol and is broken in
the open conformation, with the distance between the Hence, these salt bridges have favorable geometries.
The 36 proteins are cut into their hydrophobic foldingtwo charged residues increasing to more than 13 A˚. The
open and closed conformations of lysozyme are shown units (HFU) [37]. Hydrophobic folding units are compact,
stable substructures with a strong hydrophobic core,in Figure 4, highlighting the positions of Asp 10, Glu 11,
Glu 22, Arg 137, and Arg 145. which preserves their structures in solution [37]. Here
we compare the strengths of the salt bridges formedInter- and Intra-HFU Salt Bridges
The above observations are based on only 25 cases, in within and across hydrophobic folding units (HFUs).
Out of the 222 salt bridges, 183 (82.4%) are formedwhich molecular motions have been observed in the
molecular movements database [3]. These available within the HFUs, and 16 (7.2%) are formed across the
HFUs. The remaining 23 (10.4%) salt bridges contain atdata are sparse, particularly for salt bridges and ion
pairs formed across domains and fragments. Under least one residue that falls in a region that is not assigned
to any HFU. Sixteen proteins in our database containsuch limited data circumstances, it is useful to analyze
an analogous but independent data set and compare more than one hydrophobic folding unit. The total num-
Hinge-Bending Transitions
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Table 7. Electrostatic Strengths of 16 Inter-HFU Salt Bridges in Our Database of 36 Nonhomologous Protein Monomers
Salt Bridge Gdslv Gbrd Gprt Gtot Gassoc
153l D41–H75 10.652 9.727 5.024 4.099 4.844
1ads D36–K61 4.748 7.622 0.993 3.867 5.164
1ads D43–K77 19.804 14.475 9.295 3.967 4.210
1aky R132–D168 17.161 16.678 1.719 1.237 6.920
1aop R366–E448 10.964 12.974 1.420 3.430 7.589
1aru K49–E190 6.059 7.750 3.953 5.644 5.544
1aru E176–K279 5.569 4.885 4.747 4.063 2.476
1dim R37–E361 19.268 11.948 11.492 4.172 3.871
1dim D89–K120 4.369 6.577 2.476 4.684 4.648
1edg H254–E307 17.539 6.466 16.792 5.719 0.624
1fmk R160–D365 11.006 7.781 7.642 4.416 4.203
1smd E27–R387 20.662 18.170 24.936 22.445 10.847
1smd D173–K213 1.980 4.174 0.003 2.196 3.248
1smd K278–D411 4.682 2.323 6.893 4.533 1.139
1smd K322–D485 9.124 6.024 4.147 1.047 2.244
3pte E78–R186 9.522 6.189 9.338 6.005 3.073
Various energy terms in kcal/mol for 16 inter-HFU salt bridges in our dataset of 36 nonhomologous proteins. Each salt bridge is labeled by
the PDB code of the protein and the names and numbers of the residues in the salt-bridging pair. The residue names are given in single-
letter code. D, E, H, K, and R stand for Asp, Glu, His, Lys, and Arg, respectively. The quantities denoted by the energy terms are described
in the text.
ber of salt bridges in these 16 proteins is 152. Out of Table 7 lists the electrostatic strengths of the 16 inter-
HFU salt bridges in our data set. Table 8 presents thethese 152, 115 (75.7%) are formed within HFUs (intra-
HFU salt bridges), 16 (10.5%) are formed across HFUs, average values of various energy terms for all 222 salt
bridges, 183 intra- and 16 inter-HFU salt bridges. Largeand the remaining 21 salt bridges are in unassigned
regions. Of the 16 proteins that contain more than one standard deviations about the average values indicate
a large scatter in the data. However, it can be seen thatHFU, six proteins do not contain any inter-HFU salt
bridge. the intra-HFU salt bridges have an average electrostatic
contribution that is similar to the average over all 222In the whole database of 222 salt bridges, 66 (29.7%)
are buried in the proteins, with the average ASA (acces- salt bridges. On the other hand, inter-HFU salt bridges
pay greater desolvation penalties,Gdslv, owing to theirsible surface area) for these salt bridges being less than
20%. Similarly, 44 (24.0%) of the 183 intra-HFU salt larger proportion of burial. Nevertheless, these larger
desolvation penalties are overcome by stronger bridgebridges are buried in the protein. On the other hand, 10
(62.5%) out of the 16 inter-HFU salt bridges are buried (Gbrd) and protein (Gprt) energy terms for the inter-
HFU salt bridges. A comparison of the relative magni-(data not shown). Based on the overall distribution of
buried and surface-exposed salt bridges in the database tudes of the bridge and protein energy terms indicates
that the protein energy term (Gprt) contributes towardof 222 salt bridges, only five (66  16/222) inter-HFU
salt bridges are expected to be buried. This increase in the stability of inter-HFU salt bridges to a greater extent.
Table 8 suggests that inter-HFU salt bridges haveproportion of buried inter-HFU salt bridges is significant
at the 95% level of confidence [38]. greater average stability (Gtot 5.10  4.84 kcal/
mol) than the intra-HFU salt bridges (Gtot  3.51 Out of the 183 intra-HFU salt bridges, 153 (83.6%)
have stabilizing electrostatic contributions, and the re- 3.79 kcal/mol). However, this difference is largely due to
the inter-HFU salt bridge E27-R387 in 1smd (-amylase).maining 30 (16.4%) are destabilizing to the protein struc-
tures. These observations agree well with those for all This salt bridge has high calculated stability (Table 7).
If we remove this salt bridge from our list of inter-HFUthe 222 salt bridges in the database. Out of 222 salt
bridges in our data set, 190 (85.6%) are stabilizing, and salt bridges, the average Gtot for the remaining 15
inter-HFU salt bridges is 3.94  1.48 kcal/mol. Hence,32 (14.4%) are destabilizing [11]. On the other hand, all
16 inter-HFU salt bridges are stabilizing. Based on the intra- and inter-HFU salt bridges have similar stabilities.
The advantages and limitations of the method used fordistribution of stabilizing and destabilizing salt bridges
in the data set of 222 salt bridges, 14 out of 16 inter- calculating electrostatic strengths of salt bridges and
ion pairs have been discussed in detail by HendschHFU salt bridges are expected to be stabilizing, and the
remaining two are destabilizing. and Tidor [39] (1994). The purpose of the electrostatic
Table 8. Average Energy Terms in Various Salt Bridge Categories in Our Database of 38 Nonhomologous Protein Monomers
Salt Bridge Class Gdslv (kcal/mol) Gbrd (kcal/mol) Gprt (kcal/mol) Gtot (kcal/mol) Gasso (kcal/mol)
All 6.54  5.48 6.34  4.38 3.86  4.35 3.66  3.86 3.64  2.63
Intra-HFU 6.01  5.12 5.96  4.20 3.56  4.09 3.51  3.79 3.53  2.64
Intra-HFU 10.82  6.24 8.99  4.60 6.93  6.53 5.10  4.84 4.42  2.54
All: the whole data set of 222 salt bridges [11]. Intra-HFU: 183 intra-HFU salt bridges. Inter-HFU: 16 inter-HFU salt bridges.
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calculations presented here is to provide qualitative domain and inter-fragment salt bridges and ion pairs.
Ten out of 15 interdomain and interfragment salt bridgescomparisons.
and ion pairs are either destabilizing or only weakly
stabilizing (Gtot  2 kcal/mol or weaker). These ob-
Discussion servations can be rationalized in two ways. First, inter-
HFU salt bridges have better geometry since they satisfy
Although proteins are inherently flexible molecules, a both of the distance criteria mentioned in the Experi-
closer inspection of the structures reveals that some mental Procedures. On the other hand, among the 15
structural parts are more rigid than others. The more interdomain/fragment electrostatic interactions, only
rigid parts are likely to be more compactly packed, to seven satisfy both criteria. Geometry is an important
have a stronger hydrophobic core, and to have a determinant of salt bridge or ion pair stability [11].
stronger stabilizing electrostatic contribution. Move- Still, we observe that four of these seven salt bridges
ments of the backbone of such structural domains, sub- are destabilizing. Despite the favorable geometry, the
domains, or any structural part may conceivably result protein environment around these four salt bridges
in large displacements of these structural units. Here does not support their formation. Second, for all the
we address such large-scale, low-energy-barrier, hinge- 25 hinge-bending-motion proteins, there is crystallo-
bending motions. Such motions are typically included graphic evidence for the protein motion. Of the 16 (out
in Koshland’s classical so-called induced fit model [1, of 36) monomeric proteins that contain more than one
26, 40]. The larger deviations have enabled the identifi- HFU, hinge-bending motion has been observed for only
cation of the locations of the hinges [3] and have thereby five proteins. Three of these five proteins do not contain
allowed us to study some of the potential factors playing any inter-HFU salt bridge. The remaining two proteins
a role in molecular movements. (PDB entries 1fmk and 1ads) contain a total of three
Here we have examined three structural factors: the inter-HFU salt bridges.
non-polar buried surface area between the moving Hence, our results indicate that most of the salt brid-
parts; hydrogen bonds; and salt bridges. The nonpolar ges are formed within the hydrophobic folding units
buried surface area reflects the hydrophobic effect, the rather than across them. In terms of the final electro-
major driving force in protein folding and binding, al- static strengths, the intra- and inter-HFU salt bridges
though to variable extents [28, 41]. On the other hand, do not show significant differences. Hence, electrostatic
salt bridges and hydrogen bonds have been shown to interactions are largely avoided across two parts of a
play a larger role in intermolecular binding as compared protein. On the other hand, the electrostatic interactions
to folding [31, 42]. On the face of it, we might have that are observed between the protein parts have
expected that the extent of nonpolar buried surface area strengths similar to those within the protein parts. How-
between moving parts would not be extensive. However, ever, the origin of their stabilizing contributions differs.
this was not borne out in our calculations. Taken together, our results for the cases picked from
Inspection of the values of the nonpolar buried surface the database of motions, and for the independent mono-
areas between the moving parts and the rest of the mer data set, suggest that salt bridges and other ionic
protein reveals that although variable, they can be quite interactions are avoided between the moving parts of
large. On the other hand, the number of salt bridges, the proteins, possibly because of kinetic barriers. In
or hydrogen bonds, is limited. Our recent analyses of cases in which these interactions are present, they are
proteins that form amyloids, and of domain swapping generally destabilizing or only weakly stabilizing to the
cases, have shown a similar behavior [43]. Consistently, closed conformations of the proteins.
our extensive analysis of salt bridges in a nonredundant On the other hand, although the extent of nonpolar
data set of monomeric proteins has illustrated that the buried surface area between domains in the closed con-
number of salt bridges between independently folding formations can be extensive (Table 2), it is about as
hydrophobic units [37] is relatively small. In particular, extensive, or even considerably more so, in the open
in a data set of 36 proteins, containing 222 salt bridges, conformations (Table 4) and thereby overcomes the en-
183 are formed within hydrophobic folding units, ergy penalty incurred by the opening of the domains.
whereas only 16 are formed across the folding units. Consistently, our calculations indicate that the total non-
However, both inter- and intra-hydrophobic-folding-unit polar buried surface area in the open conformation is
salt bridges have similar electrostatic strengths, and also roughly as large, or slightly larger, than in the closed
both are largely a function of their geometries and envi- conformation (Table 5), although, as expected, the dif-
ronments. In agreement with this observation, we find ferences are small. Moreover, when the nonpolar sur-
that ion pairs in NMR conformers with distances of face area buried between the domains in the closed
mostly more than 4.0 A˚ between the corresponding conformation is small, a larger swiveling of the domains
charged groups are largely destabilizing [44]. This sug- is observed, with a consequently lesser extent of buried
gests that a possible reason for the largely absent salt surface area between the domains in the open confor-
bridges and hydrogen bonds is the barrier heights that mation. Conversely, when the nonpolar surface area
would need to be overcome in hinge-bending motions. buried between the domains in the closed conformation
A comparison of the inter-HFU salt bridges with the is large, a smaller opening of the domains is observed,
salt bridges and ion pairs formed across fragments and with a consequently larger extent of buried surface area
domains in the 25 proteins that show hinge-bending between the domains in the open conformation; this
motion illustrates that whereas all the inter-HFU salt larger buried surface area overcomes the energy penalty
involved.bridges are stabilizing, this is not the case for the inter-
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Table 9. Nonpolar Buried Surface Area at the Interface in Mutants (and Additional Conformationsa) as Compared to Wild Type (Closed
Conformation)
NPBSAb Movement Extentsc
Protein Mutation(s) Totald Intrae Interf Bendg Twisth Distancei
T-4 Lysozyme Mutants with Increased Stability and Reduced Activity (Hinging Domain: N–59)
1qt6 A E11h, C54t, C97a 6241 4507 1734 0.166 33.286 0.322
1qt7 A E11n, C54t, C97a 6189 4457 1732 6.542 0.703 1.005
253l D20a, C54t, C97a 6209 4431 1778 40.552 22.651 1.104
254l D20s, C54t, C97a 6155 4401 1754 41.014 22.474 1.120
255l D20n, C54t, C97a 6217 4452 1765 41.137 22.051 1.104
1l36 E128a, V131a, N132a 6210 4465 1745 1.597 0.309 0.256
1l70 V131a, N132a 6168 4440 1728 1.653 0.466 0.261
1l73 D127a, E128a, V131a, N132a 6193 4467 1726 8.691 1.962 1.200
1l74 E128a, V131a, N132a, L133a 6174 4432 1742 9.976 15.556 0.238
1l75 D127a, E128a, V131a, N132a, L133a 6187 4452 1732 22.698 17.485 0.912
1qt5 A D20e, C54t, C97a 6244 4489 1755 0.242 34.131 0.287
1qtz A D20c, C54t, C97a 6266 4524 1742 40.401 22.248 1.093
(Total, intra, and inter NPBSA in wild-type are 6162 A˚2, 5353 A˚2 and 16779 A˚2, respectively.)
HIV Protease (Hinging domain: 33–62)
Drug-Resistant Mutants
1gnn A V82d 2999 1766 1233 0.614 8.313 2.535
1gnm A V82n 3027 1809 1218 53.043 96.401 4.134
1a30 A Q7k, L33i, L63i 2997 1757 1240 5.188 2.161 0.580
1d4s A V82f, I84v 3077 1790 1287 0.439 2.647 2.320
1d4y A Q7k, L33i, L63i 3051 1799 1252 4.141 4.066 0.473
Additional Structures of Retroviral Proteasesa
7hvp Aj — 3047 2429 1203 4.227 1.232 3.706
1az5k — 3032 2183 1638 0.922 17.344 0.100
3hvpl — 3069 2452 1207 3.219 8.300 2.871
3phvm — 2920 2313 1146 0.894 6.735 2.642
1hhpm — 3043 2411 1280 3.172 17.599 0.213
(Total, intra, and inter NPBSA in wild-type are 3113 A2, 2496 A˚2 and 1194 A˚2, respectively.)
The comparison of nonpolar surface area buried at the hinging-domain interface between wild-type (closed) and mutant structures. The PDB
codes of mutant structures are listed. Linear regressions of the change in interdomain nonpolar surface area between the closed and open
conformations have also been carried out for the 12 T4 lysozyme mutants. In this case, the change in interdomain nonpolar surface area
between the wild-type and the mutant structure (ASAnonpolarinter  ASAnonpolarinter-wild  ASAnonpolarinter-mutant) shows a weak correlation with distance upon
normalization by interdomain nonpolar surface ASA in the mutant structure (ASAnonpolarinter-mutant). The linear correlation coefficient, r, for the T4 lysozyme
mutants is 0.6 (r2  0.36). Again, the Student’s t test shows that this correlation is significant at the 95% level of confidence but not at the
99% level. Combined with the analyses from Table 4, these suggest a possible correlation between the change in interdomain nonpolar
surface area and domain movement in proteins. The fact that the Student’s t test shows this correlation to be significant indicates that our
observations are able to overcome the bias due to the small size of our data.
a Other available retroviral protease structures in liganded and unliganded forms were also compared with thereference wild-type structure
of HIV protease (4hvp A).
b Nonpolar buried surface area.
c The movement extents were calculated as described in the legend to Table 2 and in the Experimental Procedures.
d Total nonpolar buried surface area of the hinging region.
e Nonpolar buried surface area within the hinging region.
f Nonpolar buried surface area at the interface of the hinging regions and the rest of the protein.
g Bending angle of the hinging domain when wild-type and mutant conformations are compared.
h Twisting angle of the hinging domain when wild-type and mutant conformations are compared.
i The distance between the centroid of the hinging domain and centroid of the rest of the protein. The distances are wild-type (closed) minus
mutant.
j Liganded and closed.
k SIV protease, open conformation.
l Unliganded adn open conformation of HIV protease.
m Unliganded HIV protease.
Table 9 further examines available experimental data the extent of the nonpolar buried surface area at the
interface is increased in the closed conformation. How-of mutants, additional conformations, and homologous
proteins. Shoichet et al. [45] have analyzed a number ever, the difference (about 50–100 A˚2 more in the mu-
tants as compared to the wild-type) is too small to enableof mutants of T4 lysozyme. In all cases that they have
probed, although the mutations yielded more-stable a definitive statement. The bottom part of the table gives
cases relating to the HIV protease. The first five casesstructures, the activity of the enzyme was lower, illustrat-
ing that too much stability is counter-productive to the are drug-resistant mutants [4]. All bury a larger extent
of nonpolar surface area in the closed conformations,enzyme. As the top part of the table shows, in all cases
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although again the differences are not large. Consis- specificity, reflected in higher barriers. Consistently, a
previous large-scale analysis of 222 salt bridges hastently, the structure of SIV, which is in the open confor-
mation [4], buries more nonpolar surface area at the shown that these tend to occur at close sequence sepa-
ration and are largely within the building blocks, ratherinterdomain interface than the corresponding HIV struc-
ture. However, the sequences are not identical, so it is than between them [11]. Calculations of the electrostatic
strengths of salt bridges and ion pairs across the movingdifficult to compare directly. The statistical analysis for
this table is given in the Table 9 legend. parts illustrate that their contributions to protein stability
are mostly destabilizing or only weakly stabilizing to-
ward the closed conformation of the protein. This obser-Biological Implications
vation appears to be reasonable because the presence
of strongly stabilizing electrostatic interactions betweenAlthough the trends shown here are qualitative, they
the moving fragments, domains, or subunits of the pro-nevertheless suggest some general guidelines. Biologi-
tein would tend to constrain protein motion. Suchcal function has long been known to relate to hinge-
a situation would be counterproductive to proteinbending motions. Our results indicate that between
function.moving domains there are very few, if any, close-range
On the other hand, the hydrophobic energy opposingelectrostatic interactions, particularly salt bridges. On
the opening of the domains can be large. However, it isthe other hand, the nonpolar buried surface area may
offset by the favorable, no-less-extensive hydrophobicbe extensive. Furthermore, in those cases in which the
interactions formed in the open conformations. Thesenonpolar buried surface area between the hinging do-
are largely the outcome of side-chain rearrangements.mains in the closed conformation is large, it is as large
Furthermore, the magnitude of the nonpolar surface areaor even larger in the open conformation. Interestingly,
between the domains in the closed conformation ap-in such (large nonpolar buried-surface-area) cases, the
pears to govern the opening of the domains. If the non-opening of the domains is not as large as in cases in
polar surface area between the domains in the closedwhich the nonpolar buried surface area in the closed
conformation is large, then an equally large nonpolarconformation is appreciably smaller.
surface area would need to be buried in the open confor-The presence of ligands, like changes in external con-
mation to overcome the energetic cost of opening theditions, leads to a population shift. The protein land-
domains. This can most straightforwardly be achievedscape is dynamic and reflects the redistribution of the
if that movement is not too large. Hence, it appears thatconformer population [1, 2, 46]. Hence, conformational
the extent of the nonpolar buried surface area betweentransitions are affected by the physiological states. The
the domains in the closed conformation dictates thebinding of a ligand/effector stabilizes the bound confor-
extent of opening and, therefore, the distribution of themation and leads to conformational transitions in its
population of the open conformers around the nativedirection. In this regard, in our limited number of cases,
state.it is of interest to note that enzymes/proteins (e.g., ade-
Since hinge-bending motions have low barriernylate kinase, calmodulin, DNA polymerase, see Table
heights, the populations of the closed versus the open4) that are active in multiple paths in the cellular life cycle
conformations are a function of their relative stabilities.bury less nonpolar surface area at their interdomain
If the concentration of the ligand in solution is small,interface and show a larger opening.
the frequently more stable open conformation may pre-These findings may suggest ways to increase/de-
vail. On the other hand, if the concentration of the ligandcrease hinge-bending motions by decreasing/increas-
is high, the energy landscape of the protein will change.ing the nonpolar buried surface area between the domains
Since binding to ligands (or effectors) stabilizes theor by introducing electrostatic interactions. Moreover,
bound conformation, binding leads to a shift in the equi-they might possibly suggest a way of predicting the
librium toward the closed conformation. Similar changesrange of likely motions from the closed conformations
may be observed in response to other external factors,and hence may be useful in protein design. Furthermore,
such as pH, temperature, or ionic strength. The popula-such predictions may be useful for drug design because
tion times are the outcome of the physiological condi-larger motions may be indicative of larger pockets and
tions that directly affect the conformational transitions.hence may be suggestive of larger, better-fitting drugs.
Experimentally, engineering electrostatic interactionsOn the other hand, larger interfaces may suggest higher
across the interdomain boundary is likely to constrainpopulation times for smaller pockets with different
motion. On the other hand, reduction of nonpolar side-shapes and hence may suggest resistance to larger
chain interactions (shorter/smaller side chains, smallerdrugs or inhibitors.
interacting fragments) may lead to larger motions.
Conclusions Experimental Procedures
Assignment of Hinging Parts and HingesExamination of the interactions between two adjoining
The moving domains and hinges are as assigned in the databasedomains, separated by a hinge, reveals that whereas
of molecular movements (DMM). The detection of the moving do-the nonpolar buried surface areas can be large, the num-
mains and the hinges in DMM is based on first assigning the staticber of salt bridges and hydrogen bonds is quite small.
core and then estimating the rigid-body rotation of one domain
This suggests that in large-scale, slow hinge-bending relative to the other by comparing the open and closed conforma-
motions, the rigidifying electrostatic interactions are tions of the same protein [3, 47]. For estimating the bending and
twisting angles and the differences in the interdomain distances,preferentially selected against, possibly owing to their
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the closed and open conformations were superimposed with the Electrostatic Strength Calculations for Salt Bridges
and Ion Pairsprogram FlexProt (http://bioinfo3d.math.tau.ac.il/FlexProt/). Flex-
Prot is a powerful, automated flexible-structural comparison pro- Electrostatic strengths of salt bridges in protein crystal structures
are calculated with the continuum electrostatic methodology [11,gram. It carries out flexible-structural alignment and detects the
potential flexible regions (i.e., locates the hinges) and the rigid do- 30, 39]. The electrostatic contribution to the free energy change
upon salt bridge formation is calculated relative to computer muta-mains simultaneously [20]. The distance between the centroid of
the hinging domain and the centroid of the rest of the protein in the tions of the salt-bridging residue’s side chains to their hydrophobic
isosteres. The hydrophobic isosteres are the salt-bridging residue’sopen conformation is subtracted from such a distance calculated
for the closed conformation. This yields an estimate of the changes side chains with their partial atomic charges set to zero.
Gtot, the total electrostatic contribution to the free-energyin interdomain distances accompanying the movements [20].
change upon formation of a salt bridge, is the sum of three compo-
nents: Gtot  Gdslv  Gbrd  Gprt. Gdslv is the sum of theThe Composition of the Databases unfavorable desolvation penalties incurred by the individual salt-
We took from the database of molecular motions [3] those cases bridging residues due to the change in their environment from a high
in which two or more conformations of the same proteins are known dielectric solvent (water) in the unfolded state to the low dielectric
and the motion is predominantly of the hinge-bending type. We protein interior in the folded state of the protein. Gbrd is the favor-have further superimposed the protein pairs and visually examined able bridge energy due to the electrostatic interaction of the side
each pair. In June 1999, there were 25 proteins that showed hinge- chain charged groups with each other in the folded state of the
bending motion and qualified according to our criteria. The atomic protein. Gprt is the electrostatic interaction of the salt-bridgingcoordinates for the proteins were taken from the Protein Data Bank side chains with the charges in the rest of the protein in the folded
(PDB) [12] files. state.
Some cases in which hinge-bending motion is detected by com- An additional free-energy term called association energy,Gassoc,parison of the conformations of homologous proteins (HIV/SIV) or represents the desolvation of the salt bridge and the electrostatic
mutant proteins (T4 lysozyme) were also analyzed. Here we picked interaction between the salt-bridging side chains but does not con-
those cases for which there have been additional experimental stud- sider the electrostatic interaction of the salt bridge with the rest of
ies [4, 45]. the protein. Hence, it represents the electrostatic contribution to
To extend and complement the analysis, we have further utilized the free-energy change upon salt bridge formation in the absence
a database of 36 nonhomologous monomeric proteins to study salt of charges in the rest of the protein [39]. All of the energy values
bridges formed within and across hydrophobic folding units (HFUs). are presented in kcal/mol. All of the calculations were performed
The underlying assumption is that contiguous HFUs may swivel with with the DELPHI package [50–54]. This method has been used ex-
respect to one another. The details of the 36 structure database are tensively earlier [11, 30, 31, 39, 55], and experimental support for
given in Kumar and Nussinov [11]. this method has been reported [56, 57]. The details of the method
used here are given in Kumar and Nussinov [11] and Kumar et al.
[30]. In all calculations, the solute (protein) dielectric is 4.0, and theNonpolar Buried Surface Area
solvent (water) dielectric is 80.0. The electrostatic strength calcula-The nonpolar buried surface area was calculated as described by
tions for ion pair networks were performed in a similar manner. AllTsai and Nussinov [37]. Atoms with partial charges less than 0.25
hydrogen atoms were added to the structures, and the protonationwere considered to be nonpolar [37]. The nonpolar buried surface
states of the charged residues were defined at pH 7.0 with thearea is the fraction of the total nonpolar area that is buried. To
BIOPOLYMER module of INSIGHT II. The PARSE3 set of atomiccalculate the area buried within the fragment, domain, or subunit
charges and radii [58] and a solvent probe radius of 1.4 A˚ wereor between these and the remainder of the protein, we scrutinized
used. The output energy value in units kT, where k is the Boltzmanthe region for the proportion of its surface area that was buried,
constant and T is the absolute temperature, were multiplied withboth by itself and by the rest of the protein. If a residue in the moving
the conversion factor 0.592 to obtain the results in kilocalories perpart was buried to the same extent both by a residue within the
mole at room temperature (25	C). For each calculation, the struc-part and by a residue in the remainder of the protein, the calculated
tures were first mapped onto the grid, where the molecules occupiedburied surface area for that region was added to both categories.
25%–50% of the grid and Debye-Huckel boundary conditions wereFor this reason, in Tables 2 and 4, the total nonpolar buried surface
applied [59]. The resulting rough calculations were used as a bound-area of the moving part is smaller than the sum of the areas buried
ary condition for the focused calculation, where 95% of the grid isby the part and of the area buried by the remainder of the protein.
occupied by the protein molecule and the remaining 5% is water.
The results of focused calculations are shown here.
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Note Added in Proof
After submission of our paper, further experimental evidence sup-
porting our conclusions has appeared [Wooll et al. (2001). J. Mol.
Biol. 312, 525-540]. The authors have observed that upon the loss
of an intersubunit salt bridge between Asp177 of domain B and
Arg341 of domain A of the second subunit, there is an increased
rotational flexibility of domain B, which contains the binding site.
The functional role of this intersubunit salt bridge is proposed to
determine the conformational distribution between R and T states
of pyruvate kinase. Whereas here the authors have observed the
effect on the subunit motions and we focus on domain motion, the
same principles nevertheless apply.
